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R390observing predators, or through
some indirect means, in addition to
parasitism risk. As such, we would
expect hosts to be less defensive
against parasites when predation risk
is higher.
Finally, anti-predator defences,
including secretions and startle-like
displays involving a parasitic chick
rearing up and ‘snapping’ its gape
when disturbed, seem to occur in
other species too. This means that
there is the possibility of benefits
to hosts in other species as well,
although this would presumably
be limited to systems where host
chicks at least sometimes survive
parasitism.
Above all, this study shows that
outcomes of evolution and optimal
strategies, in this case presence and
levels of host defences, will depend
on an intricate play-off between a
variety of competing selectionpressures, not just those directly
related to parasitism itself, and that
such outcomes can fluctuate with
time and location. Brood parasites
and predator–prey relationships have
long been central to understanding
how evolution works, and there is
no reason for that to change any time
soon.References
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CircuitsHow does the brain compare visual inputs over space and time to extract
motion? Electronmicroscopic (EM) andmolecular analyses reveal a new circuit
architecture for motion processing in Drosophila. An offset in the weighting of
synaptic connections and differential use of fast and slow nicotinic receptors
suggests a mechanism that can implement spatiotemporal comparisons.Marion Silies
and Thomas R. Clandinin*
Our brains can detect movement by
comparing changes in brightness at
two distinct points in space at two
different times. How such comparisons
can be made found its original
quantitative description in a
computational model that captured
behavioral responses in the beetle
Chlorophanus [1]. Because this model
fits data from many experimental
systems, identifying the neural circuits
that implement this computation has
represented a key challenge for more
than 50 years. Taking advantage of
ever-better genetic tools, recent years
have seen significant progress toward
this goal in the fruit fly. In this issue of
Current Biology, Shinomiya et al. [2]
reveal a new anatomical pathway
devoted to detecting moving dark
edges.The fly visual system consists
of three hierarchically organized
ganglia. Visual information travels
from the retina, which houses the
photoreceptors, through the lamina,
the medulla and the lobula complex,
the latter comprising lobula and
lobula plate (Figure 1A). Columnar
organization predominates
throughout, with each column
corresponding to a single point in
visual space, and the array of columns
representing the visual scene as a
retinotopic image. To compare signals
across space, there must be an
anatomical connection between
columns. To be selective for motion,
this comparison must be offset in time
and hence use two signals that travel
through the brain at different speeds.
Identifying the pathways and
molecular mechanisms that implement
this spatiotemporal correlation will
unravel how a nervous systemimplements a paradigmatic
computation.
Postsynaptic to photoreceptors,
the first order interneurons L1 and L2
were initially identified as inputs to
motion-detecting circuits in the lamina
[3]. These cells were thought to be
distinct inputs to ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’
pathways that mediate behavioral
and electrophysiological responses
to moving light and dark edges,
respectively [4,5]. L1 and L2 respond
to changes in light intensity and are not
selective for motion [4,6,7]. However,
the lobula complex two ganglia away
houses T4 and T5, two cell types that
preferentially respond to motion in a
particular direction within a small part
of visual space. Moreover, T4 and T5
are each highly selective for moving
light and dark edges, respectively [8].
Recent studies have advanced this
simple view of ON/OFF segregation.
In particular, the detection of moving
dark edges appears more complex,
incorporating signals from both L1 as
well as a third synaptic partner of
photoreceptors, the lamina neuron L3
[9,10]. How these inputs diverge and
converge in downstream circuitry
to transform non-directional inputs into
direction-selective responses presents
a major challenge.
Approximately 60 types of medulla



































Figure 1. Cell types, synaptic weights and anatomical receptive fields in the OFF pathway.
(A) Schematic organization of the fly visual system, denoting three ganglia: the lamina, medulla
and lobula complex (lobula + lobula plate). Neurons of prospective motion detecting pathways
are shown. The ON pathway is indicated in light gray (L1, Mi1, Tm3 and T4). The putative OFF
pathway utilizes a combination of lamina neurons that connect to T5 via the four transmedul-
lary neurons Tm1, Tm2, Tm4 and Tm9. All of these neurons are organized in columnar fashion,
as indicated by the two columns of the OFF pathway in the lamina and medulla. Color-coding
of cell bodies (circles) or synapses (triangles) highlights individual lamina or medulla neuron
types. (B) Synaptic weights in the dark edge detection pathways. In the medulla, L2 neurons
connect to Tm1, Tm2 and Tm4, while L3 connects to Tm9. Differences in synapse number as
identified in SSEM reconstruction are illustrated by the size of the synapse (not proportional).
(C) Anatomical receptive fields. While (B) illustrates a single column, any given T5 cell (bottom)
gets input from Tm neurons from several columns. The relative number of synapses made by
cells from distinct columns, or synaptic weight, is schematized by the size of the ellipse in
each of the four columns shown. Synaptic weights between different Tm neurons can be
shifted in space; the offset between Tm2 (green) and Tm1 (blue) is shown as an example.
This leads to a spatial offset in anatomical receptive fields, as viewed from the perspective
of a T5 cell (bottom).
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R391complex [11]. Based on their
projection patterns and synaptic
connections to lamina neurons, some
of these were considered likely
candidates to connect lamina inputs to
T4 and T5 [12–14] (Figure 1A). For
example, the transmedullary neuron
Tm2 was identified as one of the main
synaptic targets of L2 and disruption
of Tm2 activity affected motion
responses in the lobula plate [13,15].
In addition, serial section electron
microscopy (SSEM) studies reveal that
understanding the connections of
medulla neurons can provide much
more information than simply
identifying who is connected to whom.
A reconstruction of the inputs to T4
not only identified ‘strong’ pathways
based on synapse numbers, but made
specific predictions about how spatial
comparisons between two columns
could be achieved. Critical was the
construction of ‘anatomical receptive
fields’, the spatial weighting of input
synapses [16]. For example, a given
T4 cell receives many of its inputs
from Mi1 and Tm3 neurons from
several in neighboring columns. The
number of inputs from each column
differs systematically, such that the
anatomical receptive field is oriented
in space and correlates with the
directional preference of the cell [16].
Does a similar spatial organization
apply to the T5 inputs? As T5
dendrites are located in the lobula,
reconstruction of their inputs requires
partial SSEM of an additional neuropil.
In an impressive effort, Shinomiya
et al. [2] tackled this challenge using
genetically encoded Horse Radish
Peroxidase (HRP) labeling to allow
efficient tracking of small dendrites.
This approach identified the
transmedullary neurons Tm9 and
Tm4 as T5 inputs, in addition to the
previously described major targets of
L2, Tm1 and Tm2 [13,14,16]
(Figure 1A). Consistent with Tm4
being an important connection to T5,
it is also the third strongest target of
L2. Tm9 does not receive synaptic
input from L2, but is postsynaptic to
L3 [16] (Figure 1B). This observation
not only supports the previous finding
that both L3 and L2 provide inputs to
dark edge motion detection [9], but
also reveals a circuit implementation
by which these inputs converge.
Moreover, using reasonable
simplifying assumptions about the
organization of axon bundles,
Shinomiya et al. demonstrated thatthe weighted centers of T5 inputs
from Tm2 are spatially segregated
from both Tm1 and Tm9 (Figure 1C).
Remarkably, this spatial segregation
is preserved in synaptic subfields on
the T5 dendrites. Thus, these data
suggest that spatial weighting of
inputs to T5 plays a central role in
determining directional tuning.
These SSEM studies provide
attractive insights into motion
detection pathways by focusing on
the inputs with the greatest number of
synapses onto T5. However, other
neurons also synapse onto T5 and
significant cell-to-cell variability in
synapse numbers exists. How are the
four transmedullary input channels to
T5 functionally related? Do other cell
types also contribute to dark edge
motion detection? Given robust
behavioral and physiological response
to motion, what is the meaning of the
cell-to-cell variability? And more
generally, how predictive are synapse
counts of function? Genetic tools
should soon allow testing of the
functional consequences ofmanipulating the activities of these
neurons. It will be particularly
interesting to see if the distinct T5
inputs are functionally redundant or
serve distinct functions. In one
scenario, disrupting the activity of a
single neuron type could affect motion
detection, likely with specificity for
distinct stimulus features.
Alternatively, distinct inputs might
serve redundant functions, making the
system more robust. As was observed
in the lamina, such redundancies can
be unraveled in combinatorial genetic
silencing experiments, or using
sensitive visual stimuli [4,9,10].
Overall, genetic experiments
combined with behavior or physiology
will not only tell us if we have found
the major pathways that implement
motion detection, but will also inform
our understanding of how anatomical
and functional connectivity are
related.
In addition to insights into the spatial
aspects of dark edge motion detection,
an analysis of neurotransmitter
phenotypes by Shinomiya and
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R392colleagues [2] led to a new idea
about temporal aspects of motion
processing. While L2 and Tm2 were
known to be cholinergic [13], this study
added Tm9 to this list. Intriguingly, T5
expresses both nicotinic and
muscarinic acetylcholine receptors.
This diversity comes with an attractive
hypothesis: the presence of fast
ionotropic and slow metabotropic
signaling could enable differential
delaying of signals, a key step in
motion detection. While a test of
this appealing hypothesis remains
ahead, this idea imposes specific
requirements. For example, the
distribution of nicotinic and muscarinic
receptors should match the synaptic
subfields on T5 dendrites and
disrupting either pathway in T5 should
interfere with dark edge motion
detection.
In summary, anatomical and
molecular studies have provided a
wealth of valuable ideas and
information about the circuits that
implement motion detection [2,16].
Testing the predictions made by this
work will undoubtedly lead to exciting
times, and move the field towards a
complete understanding of motion
detection, and of the relationship
between anatomy and function.References
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Focused in the DarkTo optimize night vision, nocturnal mammals exploit the light refractive
properties of heterochromatin, adopting a unique nuclear structure that
positions heterochromatin at the center of the nucleus focusing light on
photoreceptors. This strategy comes at the expense of genome protection
because DNA breaks cannot be repaired in dense heterochromatin.Simon Petersen-Jones1,3
and Katheryn Meek2,3,*
Nocturnal animals have excellent visual
function at light levels a million times
lower than the levels diurnal animals
require for maximal vision. Several
adaptations have long been recognized
as the basis for nocturnal animals’ night
vision. Some (but not all) nocturnal
vertebrates have a specialized tissue
layer in the choroid underlying the
dorsal retina called the tapetum
lucidum [1]; this structure reflectsvisual light back through the retina and
into the eye, increasing the photon
levels encountered by photoreceptors.
In most animals, the numbers of rod
photoreceptors (the exquisitely
sensitive photoreceptors that allow
for dim-light black and white vision)
vastly outnumber cone photoreceptors
(which respond rapidly and are
responsible for brighter-light color
vision); however, in nocturnal animals
the rod/cone ratio is significantly higher
[2]. In addition, diurnal animals often
have well-defined, cone-rich regionsthat require brighter light for
stimulation but provide high-resolution
vision; this is most clearly defined
by the fovea in primates and many
birds (a central retinal region almost
exclusively populated by cones).
These cone-rich regions are absent or
less well defined in nocturnal animals.
The arrangement of the retina in
vertebrates means that light must pass
through the layers of the inner retina
before stimulating the visual pigments
within the photoreceptor outer
segments. There are adaptations to
reduce the amount of light scatter and
image degradation as the light passes
through the inner retina. For example,
the Muller cells are purported to act
as optical fibers to guide light through
the inner retina, reducing scatter [3]. In
addition, the alignment of mitochondria
in the cone inner segments also helps
to guide light to the outer segments [4].
In those animals with a fovea, the inner
retinal neurons are displaced from the
